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Abat act:
The subsidence history of the
f
shows the western areas to be floore
:K%”
overlginsuk
thick sedimentary wedges.
x structures can ex lain a significant part
shortening
the present-day observed crustal thicR ening.

of

Introduction.
Most of the studies carried out in the Central Andes were
concerned with the Cretaceous-Tertiar
with the Andean
processes. Iiowever,
or with the present-day
1s known so far about
evolution of
margin of the Central Andes
The scope of this nk:t
is to analyse the behaviour of the Peruvian active margin cId;iF%
the pre-erogenic period (i.e. Jurassic and Cretaceous),
examine its effects during the Tertiary orogeny.
Geological setting.
Since the latest Jurassic, the Peruvian mar in was subjec;Tit;o
the. nearly continuous subduction of the Fara9 lon oceanic
Eg;;:%lthis period, the Peruvian margin can be divided into: l),a
zone which is bad1 known and is not discussed in
2) a western basin w5 ich received a thick eastward-tk?i?
!?:griedge of main1 marine de osits durin the Cretaceous 3) an
axial positive Cor 5 illera wit R condensed w esozoic sedimentation;
and 4) an eastern area, in-filled b an eastward-thinning wedge
of marine to continental Cretaceous 3 eposlts.
Method and limits.
This study is based on several subsidence curves obtained
palaeogeographic profiles,
northern
T:on%_7:woS) large-scale
and southern Peru (= 14-17'
respe;!ivel
The
curves have been computed using method and parameters of 8.
clater
and Christie (1980). However some uncertainties arise from local
unaccurate stratigraphic a es, and from uncom lete sections (basal decollements and/or su% sequent erosions). R oreover, published
;glzewhich have been used for some sections are often estimated.
, the presented curves must be considered as approximated.
Subsidence patterns.
The subsidence curves exhibit three patterns according
their palaeogeographic setting.

to

~~~~s~~~gE~~;:'e~~8~~easf
the curve= show an upward roncavii;
ests an extensionjzhermal-controlled subsidenTectonic subsidence can reach as much
latest,Jurassic-Cretaceous.times. In northern Peru,
it $lowed t e deposition of a thick sed!mentary wedge that reach
toward the West. and can be consldered
pro ;~sslvsl
thinning eastwards, so that it represents 1 kma:ear P
axis 1
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In sout em Peru, the same pattern is observed, with
Cordillera.
a 4 to 1 km-thick setlimentary wedge.
- The axial positive swell recorded a linear tectonic subsidence curve which does not exceed 500 m. Thickness of the Kimmeridian-Cretaceous sedimentary cover varies from 1 to 0,2 km. Though
is palaegeographic feature is clearly inhgrited.from the comearlier evo ution of.the Peruvian margin (Jaillard &
al.
its tectonic si ;;f;cance remains unclear.
the subsidence curves also show
the eastern %
linear sha e which indicates
continuous flexion of
th;
substrate tE rough time, whithoutaevidences of significant extension. They are interpreted as re~~~~~; from the westward tilt'ng
8 to the oceanic subduct it
on
of the South American craton
1989). Tectonic subsidence is less than 1200 m
Mitrovica c a.
or the considered period, and the sediment accumulation results
in an eastward tappering wedge that reaches 3 km toward the West.

Palaegeographic control of the Andean thrust sheets.

Mesozoic crustal thinning,
day crustal structure.

sediment accumulation and preeent-

In Southern Peru, gravity anomalies indicate a veryt$pogk$;E
thickening beneath the western area (up to = 65 km),
(=
Cordillera and beneath the western part of the eastern domain
55 km)(Fukao et al. 1989).
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In the western area,of southern Peru, structural,data are too
~~;~~~stoc~;;~~dan estimation of the average shortening. However,
on in the eastern areas of Bolivia indicate a
very important shortening (e.
Baby et al. 1989). Assuming a
shortening of 50 % in the wes 8.
ern zone, the sedimentary
would become 8 to 2 Km-thick from W to E, thus representingw?2gg
of the observed crustal thickness (i.e. 25 % of the observed
thickening).
Hence, thou h the density of the deformed sedimentary wedge
should be 51ig % tly different, neither the crustal extension
the associated sedimentary accumulation can be ignored when dt:E
ling with the Andean crustal thickening.
Conclusions.
history of the Andean mar in shows that
and the associated sedimen e accumulation
art in the structural style during the
he observed thickening of the continental
the inversion of the crustal extens;gaal
and the related shortening of the superimposed
wedge can ex lain the whole observed crustal thickness,
:iZ:::: in southern B eru, it acted as a minor but no negligible
parameter.
the
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SUBSIDENCE HISTORY,
CRUSTALTHINNING AN0 ANDEAN
SHORTENING IN THE NORTH PERUVIAN MARGIN
A. TECTONIC SUBSIDENCE CURVES
8. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE MARGIN BEFORE ANDEAN
C. PRESENT-DAY STRUCTURE (crustal thickness after
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Fukao et ai. 1989)
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